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QUESTION 1

You have a container named container1 in an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account. Upserts of items in
container1 occur every three seconds. 

You have an Azure Functions app named function1 that is supposed to run whenever items are inserted or replaced in
container1. 

You discover that function1 runs, but not on every upsert. 

You need to ensure that function1 processes each upsert within one second of the upsert. 

Which property should you change in the Function.json file of function1? 

A. checkpointInterval 

B. leaseCollectionsThroughput 

C. maxItemsPerInvocation 

D. feedPollDelay 

Correct Answer: D 

With an upsert operation we can either insert or update an existing record at the same time. 

FeedPollDelay: The time (in milliseconds) for the delay between polling a partition for new changes on the feed, after all
current changes are drained. Default is 5,000 milliseconds, or 5 seconds. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: checkpointInterval: When set, it defines, in milliseconds, the interval between lease checkpoints. Default is always
after each Function call. 

C: maxItemsPerInvocation: When set, this property sets the maximum number of items received per Function call. If
operations in the monitored collection are performed through stored procedures, transaction scope is preserved when
reading items from the change feed. As a result, the number of items received could be higher than the specified value
so that the items changed by the same transaction are returned as part of one atomic batch. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-functions/functions-bindings-cosmosdb-v2-trigger 

 

QUESTION 2

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have a container named container1 in an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account. 

You need to make the contents of container1 available as reference data for an Azure Stream Analytics job. 

Solution: You create an Azure Data Factory pipeline that uses Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API as the input and
Azure Blob Storage as the output. 
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Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead create an Azure function that uses Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API change feed as a trigger and Azure event
hub as the output. 

The Azure Cosmos DB change feed is a mechanism to get a continuous and incremental feed of records from an Azure
Cosmos container as those records are being created or modified. Change feed support works by listening to container
for any changes. It then outputs the sorted list of documents that were changed in the order in which they were
modified. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/sql/changefeed-ecommerce-solution 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account that is used by 10 web apps. 

You need to analyze the data stored in the account by using Apache Spark to create machine learning models. The
solution must NOT affect the performance of the web apps. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. In an Apache Spark pool in Azure Synapse, create a table that uses cosmos.olapas the data source. 

B. Create a private endpoint connection to the account. 

C. In an Azure Synapse Analytics serverless SQL pool, create a view that uses OPENROWSETand the CosmosDB
provider. 

D. Enable Azure Synapse Link for the account and Analytical store on the container. 

E. In an Apache Spark pool in Azure Synapse, create a table that uses cosmos.oltpas the data source. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Explore analytical store with Apache Spark 

1. 

Navigate to the Data hub. 

2. 

Select the Linked tab (1), expand the Azure Cosmos DB group (if you don\\'t see this, select the Refresh button above),
then expand the WoodgroveCosmosDb account (2). Right-click on the transactions container (3), select New notebook
(4), then select Load to DataFrame (5). 

3. 
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In the generated code within Cell 1 (3), notice that the spark.read format is set to cosmos.olap. This instructs Synapse
Link to use the container\\'s analytical store. If we wanted to connect to the transactional store, like to read from the
change feed or write to the container, we\\'d use cosmos.oltp instead. 

Reference: https://github.com/microsoft/MCW-Cosmos-DB-Real-Time-Advanced-Analytics/blob/main/Hands-
on%20lab/HOL%20step-by%20step%20-%20Cosmos%20DB%20real-time%20advanced%20analytics.md 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account named account1. 

You have the Azure virtual networks and subnets shown in the following table. 

The vnet1 and vnet2 networks are connected by using a virtual network peer. 

The Firewall and virtual network settings for account1 are configured as shown in the exhibit. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Yes 

VM1 is on vnet1.subnet1 which has the Endpoint Status enabled. 

Box 2: No 

Only virtual network and their subnets added to Azure Cosmos account have access. Their peered VNets cannot
access the account until the subnets within peered virtual networks are added to the account. 

Box 3: No 

Only virtual network and their subnets added to Azure Cosmos account have access. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/how-to-configure-vnet-service-endpoint 
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QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

You have a database in an Azure Cosmos DB Core (SQL) API account. 

You plan to create a container that will store employee data for 5,000 small businesses. Each business will have up to
25 employees. Each employee item will have an emailAddressvalue. 

You need to ensure that the emailAddressvalue for each employee within the same company is unique. 

To what should you set the partition key and the unique key? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer
area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: CompanyID After you create a container with a unique key policy, the creation of a new or an update of an
existing item resulting in a duplicate within a logical partition is prevented, as specified by the unique key constraint. The
partition key combined with the unique key guarantees the uniqueness of an item within the scope of the container. 

For example, consider an Azure Cosmos container with Email address as the unique key constraint and CompanyID as
the partition key. When you configure the user\\'s email address with a unique key, each item has a unique email
address within a given CompanyID. Two items can\\'t be created with duplicate email addresses and with the same
partition key value. 

Box 2: emailAddress 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/unique-keys 
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